CASE STUDY

Delivering A More Relevant
Search Experience

ABOUT

EDC SKINCARE

Founded in 2009, the mission of EDCskincare and its founders was
simple, offer skincare and cosmetics products that cater to the personal needs of each and every customer.
Regardless of skin tone, type, or concern, everyone can find products and makeup that make
them feel confident and comfortable.
This mission is both bold and simple, but difficult to achieve in today’s ecommerce landscape.

POWERED BY

COEXISTING WITH

AMAZON
Like many other industries, the skincare and

saying that Amazon and others like them

cosmetics vertical is being challenged by

are making it difficult for brands like EDC-

Amazon themselves and the multitude of

skincare to keep customers coming back.

third party sellers.. It should go without

IT’S NOT UNCOMMON FOR SOME BRANDS’ PRODUCTS TO BE OFFERED
BY THIRD-PARTY SELLERS AT HEAVILY DISCOUNTED PRICES THROUGH
CHANNELS LIKE AMAZON AND WAL-MART. MANY OF THESE SELLERS
ARE UNAUTHORIZED, AND AS SUCH THE MANUFACTURER DOES NOT
KNOW WHERE THEY ARE GETTING THEIR PRODUCTS AND ARE USUALLY
UNABLE TO ENFORCE THEIR SPECIFIC PRICING POLICY. SO MANY OF
THE AUTHORIZED SELLERS ARE FINDING IT HARDER AND HARDER TO BE
COMPETITIVE. MANY SHOPPERS TODAY WILL DO THEIR RESEARCH AND
SEARCH FOR THE LOWEST PRICE POSSIBLE, AND AMAZON IS ONE OF
THE FIRST PLACES THEY LOOK.

Duke Tung | Managing Director

THE POWER OF

PARTNERS
Many of EDCskincare's vendors are now

working very closely with many of their

beginning to work with Amazon and joining

vendors to get approved to sell on the

the Amazon Luxury Beauty Platform. Once

platform. This levels the playing field, and

on the platform, no more third party sellers

allows EDC to differentiate themselves by

can list the brand's products unless they go

offering additional gifts with purchase,

through a formal approval process. This

product recommendations, and excellent

then allows the brand to more easily

customer service.

monitor and regulate pricing. EDC is

FOR GOOD REASON, BRAND LOYALTY IS HUGE IN THIS INDUSTRY.
WHEN SOMEONE FINDS A SKIN CARE PRODUCT THAT FITS THEIR VERY
UNIQUE NEEDS AND MAKES THEM FEEL CONFIDENT, THEY ARE GOING
TO CONTINUE USING THAT PRODUCT FOR AS LONG AS IT WORKS. SO
WHEN THEY COME BACK TO OUR SITE TO FIND THAT PRODUCT, IT’S
VERY IMPORTANT THAT THEY CAN FIND IT QUICKLY. IF THEY CAN’T FIND
IT RIGHT AWAY, THEY’LL USUALLY LEAVE THE SITE AND LOOK
SOMEWHERE ELSE.

Duke Tung | Managing Director

THE POWER OF

PARTNERS (cont)
To prevent this from happening, EDC part-

search are driving 42% of EDC’s monthly

nered with SearchSpring to bring advanced

revenue. Most searches are for specific

ecommerce search to the site in the begin-

brands and products that customers have

ning of 2015, and has seen tremendous

already used or researched.

success with search visitors since then.
While EDC’s business is growing steadily,
While nearly 90% of visitors prefer to navi-

challenges likely still lie ahead in the fight

gate using EDC’s header menus, the

against Amazon.

remaining 10% of visitors who choose to

THE BEST SCENARIO FOR US IS TO PARTNER WITH BRANDS THAT ARE
ALREADY WORKING WITH AMAZON, OR WILL BE IN THE NEAR FUTURE.

Search generates over 42% of monthly revenue.
Most searches are for specific brands and products.

888.643.9043

Learn More At SearchSpring.com

NATURAL USER

EXPERIENCES
But exposing those brands to shoppers

To be able to handle complicated product

means answering some complex questions

filtering, SearchSpring has a layer that

onsite. When a shopper is looking for a

reads product data to build a true under-

product to solve their unique skin care need,

standing of what a product is, who it is for,

they need to be able to find it with ease. The

and what problems it solves. Filters are

two most common ways shoppers find

generated automatically based on the

these products are through complex natu-

shopper’s query, preventing filters that

ral-language searches, or through sidebar

aren’t useful or relevant from appearing at

filtering.

all.

Handling of natural-language search is typi-

There are also systems in place to identify

cally far below shopper expectations on

synonyms so that all relevant products are

ecommerce websites. A search for a certain

shown to shoppers. While some shoppers

brand name combined with a symptom and

will search for “sunburn”, and others will

a description of an allergy will often result in

type “sun burn”, all of them will see the

a “no results” page, or a page filled with irrel-

same set of relevant products.

evant products. But SearchSpring has built
custom algorithms that understand beauty

Custom reports are in place as well, which

and skin care searches and bring the right

helps to expose potential problems or blind

products to the top of search results.

spots, such as searches that aren’t returning any product results.

THE NEW AUTOCOMPLETE EXPERIENCE WE HAVE IS ACTUALLY DRIVING
OUR SEARCH CONVERSION RATES UP STEADILY. NOW, WHEN SOMEONE
SEARCHES FOR SOMETHING LIKE ‘SUNBURN’ THEY CAN INSTANTLY
FILTER DOWN TO FIND THE PRODUCTS THAT MATTER TO THEM. IF THEY
WANT A LOTION, THEY CAN FIND IT WITHOUT EVEN WAITING FOR A PAGE
TO LOAD.

Duke Tung | Managing Director

SKIN CARE

CONCIERGE
This intelligence and user experience helps

Huge platforms like Wal-Mart and Amazon

shoppers find new products and brands

simply can’t be experts in every industry. In

that solve their unique set of problems with-

reality, independent retailers from many

out making them dig. Combining supply

industries are beginning to make a come-

chain efforts with the onsite experience

back by filling these gaps and serving in

helps to expose new brands that aren’t

advisory roles, helping to educate the cus-

offered at a more competitive value else-

tomer about products and services they

where, and can help independent retailers

may be unfamiliar with.

like EDCskincare thrive and grow.

